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When Her Friend Goes Missing,Every Minute CountsDarcy St. James returns to Alaska to join a

journalist friend undercover on the trail of a big story. But when Darcy arrives, she finds her friend

has disappeared. Troubled by the cruise ship's vague explanation, Darcy uses her cover as a travel

reporter to investigate further. The last person Gage McKenna expects to see during his summer

aboard a cruise ship leading adventure excursions is Darcy. And in typical Darcy fashion, she's

digging up more trouble. He'd love to just forget her--but something won't let him. And he can't help

but worry about her as they are heading into more remote regions of Alaska and eventually into

foreign waters. Something sinister is going on, and the deeper they push, the more Gage fears

they've only discovered the tip of the iceberg."The third book in Pettrey's Alaskan Courage series

ratchets up the action and suspense. It's difficult to stop yourself from peeking ahead to the end, but

the ride is worth the anxiety." --RT Book Reviews"Dani Pettrey has delivered another incredibly

compelling adventure in Alaska. STRANDED is full of suspense, beautiful rugged wilderness and

white-water rapids, and a heartfelt romance. I loved catching up with the McKenna family." - Dee

Henderson, New York Times bestselling author
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In case you hadn't heard, the McKenna family is baaack! There's been no secret made how well

these novels resonate with fans - its ability to make us catch our breath then turn around and coax a

smile brands this series as leaders of its genre. As a reader, the excitement and danger makes for a

fast, entertaining read (the kind you never wish to see conclude) and specifically speaking from a

point of relation, discovering an emotionally relatable character within these pages has been a

wonderful journey - it not only endears the character, but illustrates them as "real" people, which

may be a needless point since really, the McKenna's have felt more like a family who were a group

of best friends, rather than cookie cutter characters whom we read about for 300 hundred pages

and then promptly forget. True to the prior books, none of the McKenna siblings are forgotten - save

for Reef whose rebel predispositions means the dude is rarely around, if anything, visiting them

again was a blast especially since they are removed from the prior locations of the books and

placed on a ship. Their laid-back teasing always comes at the most opportune interval (just when

readers are in need of a momentary bit of relief!) and more emotions play into the dynamics in

particular considering what is revealed about Jake; visiting these characters is like reliving a favorite

event or spending the day relaxing in your favorite spot. Pettrey has a brilliant knack for combining

familial ties and a top-notch mystery; the former offers comfort and stability - think feelings of a

warm hug or the comforts of home, and the latter earning each story the distinction of being a page

turner.

My summary~Darcy St. James gave up investigative reporting years ago, but she still loves the thrill

of tracking down leads. So when her friend, Abby, terribly frightened and distraught about her

current story, contacts her, Darcy determines to help her friend uncover the truth. When Darcy

arrives on the cruise ship, Abby has vanished. Restless and hoping to squash five month old

memories of Darcy, Gage McKenna accepts the excursions gig on the cruise ship. The last person

he expects to run into on the cruise ship is Darcy St. James.What I liked...I really liked that the

author had set up Gage and Darcy's story at the end of her last book, Shattered. Even so, while it's

not necessary to read Shattered before Stranded, you probably should because once you read this

one, you'll want to go back and read the first two. Trust me.Loved the characters. I've gotten to

know Gage over the last two books, and he's definitely a favorite of mine. Masculine and manly, yet

wounded and vulnerable. How could Darcy not fall for him? Especially when she sees the two little



feet tucked close to his heart. But then, he'd stolen her heart long before then.Darcy's not a wimpy

heroine. Sure, she's frightened once she learns what they're facing, but she's not willing to give up

on finding her friend, especially since Abby doesn't know the Lord. This book made me think about

my loved ones who don't know the Lord. Would I be as willing to face the same frightening

situations for my loved ones? The faith element is woven into the plot, so beautifully and

intrinsically, and it doesn't come off forced or trite.and not so much...I can't think of one element I

didn't like about this book, except that it had to end.Overall...
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